Incremental flip angle snapshot FLASH MRI of hepatic lesions: improvement of signal-to-noise and contrast.
Incremental flip angle (IFA) snapshot fast low angle shot (FLASH) is a new modification of inversion recovery snapshot FLASH MR imaging. The method changes the flip angle incrementally from low to high during data acquisition and was applied in the evaluation of 16 focal hepatic lesions in 10 patients. Sequence comparisons were performed with a fixed flip angle inversion recovery snapshot FLASH sequence (standard), a T1- and T2-weighted spin-echo (SE) sequence, and a T1-weighted breath-hold FLASH sequence. Whereas snapshot FLASH images in both pulse sequences were free from physiological motion artifacts, SE and FLASH images showed respiratory artifacts in some patients. Quantitative analysis of IFA snapshot FLASH images at low hepatic and low lesion signal revealed both superior lesion-liver signal-difference-to-noise ratio (SD/N) and superior contrast compared with standard snapshot FLASH without additional artifacts. Unless motion artifacts were evident, SE and FLASH images showed a higher anatomic resolution but lower SD/N and lower contrast than IFA snapshot images. Because of its superior SD/N and contrast, IFA snapshot FLASH will likely widen the application of fast MR imaging techniques.